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inge’s 'Playboy7 Leads
Go To Badenoch, Bunks
Play to be Given Arena
'Ariel' Accepts Style Starting April 26
Job Applications
Openings to Manager,
Editor, Photographer
Applications for editor, business
manager and photographer for the
1951-52 Ariel will be accepted by
Robert Schaupp, business manager
and a member of the Ariel board
of control, until M ay 1, it was an
nounced early this week. Other
Ariel positions, all appointive, are
made by the editor.
Qualifications and previous ex
perience, other campus commit

Newly appointed Lawrentian heads are Jam es Samter, busi
ness manager who succeeds Robert McCoy, and Robert Peter
son, editor-in-chief, who will replace John Arbuthnot.

Peterson, Samter
To Head Paper

ments and reasons for applying
should be stated by the applicant.
The salaries of the editor and busi
ness manager are $200 per year
while that of the photographer is
$150.
Other members of the board of
control, in addition to Schaupp, are
Harlan S. Kirk, business manager.
George B. Walter, dean of men,
William Sievert, Jack Pribnow and
William Morris. The board will act
upon all applications.

Pusey and Hulbert ‘
Go to Milwaukee

Lester Badenoch and Frances Bunks have been assigned the lead
roles in “The Playboy of the Western World”, according to F. Theodore
Cloak, director. The play, a comedy by John Millington Singe, will be
presented arena style on April 26 and 27 and May 2, 3 and 4. This is
the final major production of the Lawrence college theater for the
year.
Major supporting roles have gone to Roger Christian, Dennis Seymore,
Georgia Hester and Kelt Packard. Others who have parts in the play
are Steve Guigou. Tom Keough. Barbara Kelsey, Carolyn Silver, Bar
bara Fredericks. Betty Burns and Robert McCabe.
"The Playboy” is not a conven
tional “folk-play;” it neither conde
scends to its characters nor makes
them insufferably quaint. The pa
thetic or foolish weaknesses of its
people are treated with under
standing, but not sentimentally. It
%
is. to begin with, extravagant com
edy saturated with elemental fancy
and high spirits, an artistic distilla
tion of folk existence. The comedy,
however, contains a measure of
symbolism and satire on Ireland—
her love of “heroes" and her ten
dency to confuse the fools with the
heroes in her long struggle for free
Spring registration will begin on dom. Above all. “The Playboy” pic
Monday, April 16, and will end on tures the “truth about the world," to
Wednesday, M ay 9. During this pe quote Bernard Shaw. People every
riod all students now in college where insist upon finding a "hero”
who expect to return to college
among themselves and then there
will arrange their academic pro
grams for the 1951-52 school term is always a man ready to act that
in consultation with the college part. It is this theme of human
deans and with faculty advisers. ity’s preference for the dream rath
Present juniors will review with
er than the actual which infuses the
their advisors the programs they
m ay already have decided upon, comedy with universal meaning.

Will Register
After Vacation
For Next Year

Present Juniors Talk
With Advisors; Expect
All to Register Then -

A meeting of the Association of
Presidents and Deans of Liberal
. . . . . . . .
,
.
..Arts college of Wisconsin at MilThe theme ii centered about a
s.stant m the bus,ness department wauk<.e
AprU , w ,„ bc aUcndcd at least tentatively, for the senior
year,
making
whatever
corrections
glamorous
and unforgettable char
of the Lawrentian. H e is a mem- by President Nathan M . Pusey and
or additions may be necessary. acter. Synge’s “hero,” Christopher
ber of Sigma Phi Epsilon and a Marshall B. Hulbert, dean of admi
Students who are now sophomores
nistration. Pusey is president of the
second semester sophomore.
will make out programs for the Mahon, played by Badenoch, un
next two years, and this involves der the transforming power of
The new editor-in-chief and busi association.
Common problems such as ad
imagination progresses from a
ness manager will take over their missions, the draft and accelera the selection of a major. Sopho peasant clod dased by his own vi
mores are therefore advised to ex
first issue immediately following tion of programs witl be discussed.
plore as extensively as possible the olence to “a likely gaffer in the
Robert Peterson and Jam es Sam- s p r jn g vacation.
fields, with the deans, and with end of all, the only Playboy of the
ter have been chosen to head the
Appointees for the positions of
their parents. These preliminary Western World.” The love scene
consultations should take place be between Christy and Margaret
Lawrentian as editor-in-chief and managing editor, news editor, headfore
registration begins. Freshmen Flaherty, called Pegeen Mike, who
business manager, respectively, ac line editor, make-up editor, copy
On April 3, the Tuesday after will register for the sophomore is played by Miss Bunks, l^among
cording to an announcement made editor, and sports editor will be
the most delicate and enchanting
spring vacation, the French Club year.
by present editor John Arbuthnot
in all literature.
announced in the next issue.
has
scheduled
a
dinner
to
be
held
The
1951-52
course
schedule
will
after a board of control meeting
Old Mahon is played by Christian,
at Brokaw hall at six o’clock. Stu be released immediately
after
this week.
dents who were not able to attend spring vacation, but students who and the innkeeper, Michael James
Peterson has served as writer,
the last French club dinner will are interested in securing general Flaherty by Seymore. Miss Hester
news editor and managing editor'of
be given preference on the lists of (information concerning major re- assumes the role of Widow Quin,
the Lawrentian, as feature editor
those who indicated a desire to quirements, honors work, tutorial and Packard plays Shawn Keogh.
of his high school newspaper and
come. Entertainment and decora-!study or requirements for teachers’ Philly Cullen is portrayed by GUico-editor of his high school annual.
tions along a French vein are be-'licenses will find it available In gou, Jimmy Farrell by Keough, Sara
H e is a second semester sophomore
ing planned.
Uhe registrar’s office at any time. Tansey by Miss Kelsey, and Susan
and a m em ber of Beta Theta Pi.
Brady by Miss Silver. Miss B um s
Samter, the new business man-.
,
takes the part of Nelly O ’Riley and
ager, has served for the past year
Wayland academy is playing host
McCabe plays a bellman.
as assistant to Robert M c C o y , March 30 to April 1 to the first
The action takes place near a vil
present business manager. Samter interdenominational religious conlage on a wild coast of Mayo in Ire
spent his freshman year as an as- ference to be held in Wisconsin.
land. The time is autumn, 1907.
During its first performance at the
Among the speakers will be

J

Fill Editor,
Manager
Positions

French Club Schedules
Dinner for April 3

First Inter-Faith
Religious Meet
Wayland Host

Lawrence Chapter of AAUP
Deplores UCLA Loyalty Oath

K i n a

AA

5#

SM BS«*

A t K eligiO U S
a
•I r
C o n vo , A p rils

James
H.. Nichols,
Nichols, associate
associate propro- In a reCent letter to the Group .has been sent to the Group for b o y ^ w ^ s a v a g e ^ V a ^ c k e d ^ r t h e
J
am es H
fessoi of religion at the University jor Academ ic Freedom , Berkeley, Academ ic Freedom to assist it ‘in more touchy Dubliners, w h o saw in
Of Chicago Divinity school. H e will California, the Law ren ce college m <-eting ¡cKal and office expenses it an insult to Irish character and

speak on the subject: “Why Are ;chapter of thc American Associa- ^ coult^^ d k i s l o r i s ^ r e ^ d e ^ e d WT anhood/ ? ? TlZ V T h
We Thinking Ecumenically."
turn of University Professors a n ( ™
i rs c h o f a r s ‘*among ?f T P*fy WCTe turbulent; , , ^
. ThiS .conference will prove to be nounced its official stand on the th* ™ ot\XslliousSs

i
an inva,ualj),c cx p ?1'»cnce for all loyalty oath controversy which is 0j our g 0neration,” have been lost,
¡n phlladelnhia for example
Religious convocation on Thurs- young people. It will help them t o g g i n g at the University of Califor-.by the University of California bethe ...lire cast was arrested for
day. April 5, the first student body get a broader outlook on the re-nia. In part it reads: “As support- cause of the oalh rcquired by the1 n.-rformin* an immoral n U v All
meeting following thc spring va--jUglous
ligious w
orld todnv.
All stnHmts
nr« r»f
ir»n aArmtnH
a__ : i the K b . ”aeleH*
Aft hlrtory
immoral nowpi&Jr. i All
world
today. All
studonts'crs
of ihn
the rocrj
resolution
adopted nt
at thp
the r.___
i3oard« „t Resents. Lust April
w
cation, will have Dr. Winston L .:interested in attending this con- thlrty-ilxth annual meetinc of the Bo3rd dropp(.d a 1049 requirement
" * " , . ' , 'l„!, L " °
.1 ^
play is a classic and many hearts
King of Grinnell college as its ference are urged to see N a ncy or national association in M arch, 1930, specifying that the
university’s
that forty years ago would have
peaker.
¡Sue Fry immediately
opposing special loyalty oaths for teachers had to sign a non-Combeen outraged by it now no doubt
Dr. King, associate professor of
teachers. we deplore the recent ac- munist loyalty oath to hold their1
find in It something whimsically
tions at the university beginning jobg In its place
the R 0(ients
scool since 1949, also heads t h e . C U u U v
C n i r n n o
warming. But it is no more flat
religious convocations at the school
with the attempt to impose such substituted a non-Communist con-j
tering to the professional Hiberni
an
oath-in
apparent violation, tractual statement and gave the
in the position of Dean of the p Q f D © C in S# /V\©©t*
ans than it ever was. (Parts of
moreover, of the state constitu- rj^ ht of a h earing bejfore the Fac-| ¿¡¡¡,"
chapel.
|
B™ "e were^xtracted froin“a
H e received his Bachleor of Arts
lulty Committee on Privilege and program prepared by the North
degree from Asbury college of WilIt continues, in agreement with Tenure to any faculty m e m b e r who
University theater In
more, Kentucky and his Bachelor
Wilma L. Shultz, dean of women, the members of the association’s refusod to sign the statement. Non- western
of Divinity degree from the A n  will be in Chicago March 26 to 29 < omniittce on Academic Freed- sjgners who had cooperated with 1950.)
dover Newton school of theology of for meetings of the National asso om and I enure, ‘‘ I his chapter is the committee were approved by
'concerned lest in a laudable de the board. In August this action
Newton Centre, Massachusetts. H ar ciation of Deans of Women.
vard confirmed on him the M a s Current campus problems will be sire to protect ourselves from was reversed and 26 nonsigncrs
ter of Sacred Theology degree and discussed, including teacher educa- dogmasters and conspirators we were suddenly without jobs.

TO V-fllCCigO

*

Discuss Problems

the Ph D. degree. H e was later tion, counselling and the effect of forfeit the freedom that has made

us strong and embrace in some
national mobilization.
Meeting concurrently will be the measure the evils we seek to
Council of Guidance and Personnel avert. W e have an abiding faith
associations, thc National Vocation- in the ability of a group of free
A n n i f l TflfC Y p r t
Guidance associations and the scholars in the long run to de
“ y U lff I
I “ w r
American College Personnel asso tect error and to persist In the
It was decided in convocation on ciation. All the groups will meet pursuit of truth. Lacking this
March 15, that an all-school photo-together for one day to exchange faith, we should have little hope
for our profession or the world.'*
graph would again by taken this views.
To date the Lawrence group has
year. The margin was 287 in favor; Among the speakers at the deans’
approximately
$30.00
and 84 opposed according to Don meeting will be Kenneth Brown. collected
Petersen, rules committee chair- new executive director of the Dan- among its m em b ers as material
man.
llorth Foundation.
[evidence of its stand. This money

ordained.

Take School Photo
iin This
nIS Yeart

Besides the 26 lost by dismis
sal, the University of California
found itself minus 37 who refused
offers of appointment to its fac
ulty. Fifty-five courses have been
dropped from the curriculum.
Eighteen of the 26 dismissed
professors are parties to a suit
demanding their Jobs back. The
loyalty oath is part of a question
of tenure which will be decided
by the California District Court
Turn to Page 8

President Attends
Chicago Meeting

President Nathan M . Pusey will
attend a meeting of the North Cen
tral Association of Colleges and Se
condary Schools at the Palm er
House in Chicago on M arch 27 and
28. H e is a m e m b e r of the c o m 
mission on colleges and universi
ties.
The association is the accrediting
agent for secondary schools and
colleges In this section of the coun
try and meefci regularly to review
applications for admission.

2 Tire 1«wr^ntîon
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Keck, Noted Chicago Architect,
Speaks Before Art Association
George

Fred

Keck,

celebrateti!--

architect from Chicago, spoke be are analyzing changes in contem
fore 100 students and townspeople porary life.”
Sunday afternoon in the Worcester “The new esthetic is that of solv
art center at Lawrence collegc. ing housing problems successfully,
Keck's visit climaxed a two week
period exceptionally rich In the and it brings startling effects/*
arts at Lawrence, including a pro* Keck, one of today’s most striking
fessional ballet troupe, chamber innovaters, said.
music performances and one of the For example. Keck said, the ar
major dramatic productions of the
gument whether a roof should be
year.
Keck received an honorary doc flat or pitched stems from the
tor’s degree from Lawrence last days when a pitched roof was the
June, and is well known in the only known method of keeping wa
Fox River valley as the architect ter out of a house. Today, other
cf the William Kellett home at methods of keeping a house dry
are available, and flat roofs may
Brighton beach, Menasha.
“All building today it contem be employed.
porary — but rather than give it The matter of windows is also
a name. I’d rather call it good and a hangover from the day when
More than 100 persons were on hand to hear Fred Keck, Chicago architect, give o r
windows and ventilation were the
bad building," the designer said.
illustrated talk on his work Sunday afternoon ¡n the Lawrence college art center. A m o n g
The revolution in our mode of same element, and windows had to
living during the last SO years is be quite small to keep a house the guests were M r. and Mrs. William Kellett, Menasha, whose Keck-built house has been
felt in the building trades. Archi warm. Today it is possible to have in the architectural spotlight for the last ten years. The Kellets are shown at the left, with
tects must take into consideration transparent walls, but wo still use Professor Charles M . Brooks, of the Lawrence faculty, and M r. Keck. (Post-Crescent Photo),
the impact of automobiles, new in old fashioned windows, Kcck relat
ventions, préfabrication and
a ed.
he was not in favor of such action tion must be put to an assembly
greater supply of technicians when One of Keck's favorite forms of Veto Negro Admittance—
because he did not believe it rep vote. When this happens, declared
construction
is
a
solar
house,
fac
they design homes for contempor
ing south, and employing large ar- Isn't 'Mind of Texas'
the Texan, “ It is to be sincerely
resented the “mind of Texas.'*
ary living.
“One of the reasons that today’s eas of glass for winter heating. The A majority opinion report to the TISA is "a group of about 28 hoped that the assembly will indi
buildings look different is that life houses are planned with the posi Texas Intercollegiate students as colleges and universities gathered cate that it is truly a forwardand the family unit has changed tion of the sun, so that a wide over
so much." he stated. “The building hang eliminates sunshine in sum sociation recommended last week together for mutual benefit,” ac looking body and concur with these
that Negro colleges be admitted in cording to the Daily Texan. The other fíne Texas institutions in the
industry is changing to a point mer and admits it in winter.
where they are experimenting just The lecture was illustrated by to that organization. However, a Texan also said that the matter of question of Negro entrance into TI
member of the committee stated Negro entrance into the organiza- SA.”
as pychologists, and sociologies colored slides of Keck houses.

(xer m m /r (£ tm /
THOUSANDS of students all over the country are making
this test—proving for themselves Chesterfield smells milder ,
smokes milder than any other cigarette.
THEY KNOW TOO . . . Chesterfield gives them more for
their money... Chesterfield leaves no unpleasant after-taste I
That’s right, More-for-Your-Money...

M ildness

A ilways M uy

no unpleasant after-taste

Bucklew Writes
Of Psych Book
In Collaboration

Committee Accepts 11Seniors
For Honors Work This Year

Michigan Checks
High Living Costs,
Effects on Dating

Tht Lowrentfon 3
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Appoint Lawrence Grad

Eleven seniors have applied and
The Michigan State News recent As Railroad Attorney
been accepted by the Honors com tics, studying under Andrew C.
ly
made an informal check on the Kenneth F. Stone, graduate of
Berry, professor of mathematics.
mittee to do honors work in the
effect the high cost of living has Lawrence college has been appoint*
Grishaber is working with Ste
field of their major this year. They phen F. Darling, professor of chem
on dating. Here are some of the ed general counsel-general attor
•re George Chandler, Harry Clor, istry, on the synthesis of vanilloin
results.
ney of the New York Railroad Sys
Ni\ncy Fry, Susan Fry, Durward from vanillen and its derivities.
coffee date only adds up to tem.
Five Men Write Articles 14The
Gauthier, Roland Grishaber, Joyce Walecka is also working under
cents, but as one male student
Herreid, Donald Petersen, Eugene Professor Darling.
remarked, “ You can’t depend on Stone was born in Chippewa Falls
Experiments
Reviewed
Piette, Mary Schoettler and JerMiss Schoettler and Petersen
getting a girl who doesn’t eat.” A in 1904 and after graduating from
vold Walecka.
are working with Paul F. Cundy,
On
Empirical
Theories
guy buying a daily cup of coffec Lawrence college, attended the Un
It was felt several years ago associate professor of chemistry.
for himself and his “friend" would
that students amassed a great
Miss Schoettler's topic is concern
Dr. John Bucklew, assistant pro have spent $5.60 so far this term. iversity of Michigan Law School.
He joined the New York Central
number of facts during their col ed with the paper chromotofessor of psychology at Lawrence And If he and his date smoke just
lege careers without co-ordinat graphy process for separating
college, is one of five men who two cigarettes a day,- that would in 1931 as an attorney in Detroit,
ing them into a coherrent pat two organic compounds. One of have collaborated on a textbook cost him another 80 cents.
Michigan.
tern of thought. The honors pro the organic compounds, ethyl
which recently came from Rine Another student declared, “You
gram was constituted by the ad vanillate. Is a drug used in med hart press.
usually figure on about 70 cents for dents were of the opinion that a
icines. Petersen Is dealing with
ministration and has given some
The book is titled “ Empirical food alone. That is, of course, un weekend date can add up to $20,
students an opportunity to do work in inorganic chromotogra- Foundations of Psychology” . The less you get a girl who eats noth with tickets, a tuxedo and food.
concentrated work in certain phy, a comparitively new branch two senior authors, N. H. Pronka ing but ¿teak dinners.” Most stu- The average cost of a date seemfields and to reach definite con in the field of chemistry. It con and J. W. Bowles, are at Wichita
ed to run about $2.50, which the
clusions from their research.
cerns the prime method used for university and Indiana university taught at Indiana and Oberlin col- majorlty of students agreed was
An honors student must have a the separation of inorganic com respectively. The others are D. W. lege before coming to Lawrence in|worth thc prlce This would include
grade point average of 2.25 or bet pounds.
Herman, Wichita; H. Hill, of the 1947, and also instructed in mili-;bowllng or a movle. and food,
ter to qualify for honors work. At A critical study of Prose style is U.S. Public Health Service, and tary psycholoby for two years rinr-

the end of the second semester of the subject of Miss Herreid’s thesing army service.
his junior year he must submit an si. She is studying under Howard. Th bo k contains orlgina, artl. He is the author of three profes-j
application to the Honors com „ ri T » Proiessor, oi tn * ‘,sh
clcs by the five men. plus reprint- sional studies: “Marital Domi
mittee. with a brief statement of
u l' Pr“ feSEOj’ ° f eeon- ed
on experiments,
CXDeriments. „ is nance: Its Effect on the Child,”
on
his proposed thesis. If he is ac omics is aiding Piette in his honors designed to interpret systematically “An Experimental Set-Up for the
cepted he may begin work in his work on the agricultural industry. the basis data of psychology. Buck Investigation of Language Behav
senior year.
lew contributed chiefly articles on ior,” and “An Exploratory Study
In addition to his Honors paper, More Coeds Than Men
social psychology, motivation and of Language Behavior.”
the student must take a three-hour
remembering.
oral examination in his subject at Smoke at Northwestern
A second book of a more ad
the close of the year. The student, A professor of English at North vanced nature is in preparation by
in his senior year, may take hon western university reports that the same authors. It will deal with
ors work for either three or six more Northwestern women smoke ¡fundamental problems in psycholhours credit.
• than do men. A survey revealed ogy. such as philosophical bases of
The Examination committee rec. that 60 per cent of the girls smoke, {psychological problems and conommends the deSree they think e as 0pp0se(j
52 per cent of the cepts, analogicat and intrinsic semstudent deserves. The Honors com- men ^ further increase in women antics in science. No publication
mittee considers their recommen smokers, warns the professor, will date has been set for the second
dations in the light of the student's drive the American male, who is volume,
total performance and the faculty sensitive about his masculinity, to Bucklew received his three devotes on the suggestion of the Hon cutplug and marijuana.
grees at Indiana university. He
ors committee. However, taking
honors does not necessarily insure
the granting of a degree. Degrees
which may be awarded are, Cum
Laude. Magna Cum Laude and
Summa Cum Laude.
Last year 12 students did honors
work, in 1949 there were 17 and
in 1948 five people.
Chandler is doing a paper on the
Tragedy of Euripides under Maur
ice P. Cunningham, assistant pro
Of
fessor of history and classics. He
is the only honors student doing
work in the classics field.
The Eplstomology of the Social
Sciences is the paper being done
by Clor under William H. Hiker,
assistant professor of govern
ment. Clor is studying the dgree
to which thoughts are biased and
colored by the social and econ
omic conditions out of which the
thinker himself comes, and to
what degree this coloring vali
SELF - S E R V IC E L A U N D R Y
dates any idea.
★ Complete Dryfrng Service Available *
Susan and Nancy Fry are both,
★ Courteous, efficient attendants to assist . • •
doing honors work in religion un
or do your laundry for you.
der W. Burnet Easton. Jr., associ-,
I.ACNDFRETTE ALSO SPECIALIZES IN:
ate professor of religion. The for
Rugs (up to 8 lbs.). Bed Spreads. Blankets. Pil
mer is writing her thesis on Rein
lows. W E PICK I'P AND DELIVER.
hold Neibuhr's criticism of paci
HOURS: Daily 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Evenings
fism Niebur, a
contemporary!
Tuesday and Friday till 8 p.m.
American theologian, is a profes
sor at the Union Theological sem
inary. Her paper will also include
Dial 4-1657
813 W. College Ave.
several Pacifist replies. The latter
* LEE SILVINSKI. Prop. #
is studying the concept of the doc
trine of revelation of the Swiss con
temporary theologian Emil Bruno.
DOWN
Gauthier is centering his honors
1. - o l Ih » Thoutand D o/»”
work around the field of mathema-i
2. A « o y te g e l out o l a room

Appleton's Smartest
Card, Book and
. Gift Shop

GO by YELLOW

CHOICE LEATHER GOODS
Billfolds
and Luggage

America’s Favorite

99

Dial 3-4444

SUELFLOW'S

YOUR BEST BET
IS LAUNDERETTE

LEE’S LAUNDERETTE

3. "Y o u know m e, —" by Ring
lo rd n e r
4. Slan I h i 5. A ll - vp
6. A public nolice (o b b re vio lo n )
7 Som * o n i you don I w an l 1« be
• •n i lo
I . A t a l* ond — fowrth
26 Swm total o< two Or m o to il*«*»
(obb reviation )
27 l l ' i dug out o l »he ground
35. W h tro irò« gol tfco b o rg aint
36. " A h i W ild e rn e tt « • ) p o 'o d o *
—" O m ar KKoyyom
39 W hot «no do*» to a «
" * > iit * n c * "
40. - , itro y e d , or lit io «
43. A p o tte tiiv e
45. M y - Sai
SO. D irection (o b k > *« i*ti« *|
53. A to vlhern d o t* (obb»*»>a*to*|

ACROSS

For A Short Snack
Stop at the restaurant with
the Checkerboard Front!
That's

Murphy's Lunch

I . Evo bod Kor It r il dot* with K<m
S. Stripling *
9. Piano piece
13 Ho h a tn ’l ono in b it K«oo
17 Don't toy it when you m*on " y o l"
19 E a p re ttin g negat'On
22. In d e finito o rfic i*
24 A p eriod of lim o
27 Th« - ond only!
30

—, gom o, match
A i tlip p o ry a t an H oro't fbof "o rfitlo ” a g a in
P a tticip io l ending
A b b revia tio n for that leth al Mow
H o riio n " by Jom et Hilton
"C o k e t a n d - (»)" by Som ertet
M augham
56 W e don't mean " y O u t e "
60 The end

MOSER

Tfct Iw n n e u

C o llege

«riIh

O rig in a to r of IN T iN S IV I
57 Coti Jockton

2 1 9 E. College Are.

35.
38
41.
43
46.
48
52

Boulevard

a Uniw'sity

Afmoiphere

CO U RSES for te lle g e

g ir li

Chicag o 4. tilm o »

I .»»'•« »C If» •* *• .» «

In C hicago, Illinois, a favorite
gathering spot of students at Loyola
University is the Union Lounge be
cause it is a cheerful place— full of
friendly university atmosphere.
And when the gang gathers around,
ice-cold Coca-Cola gets the ( all. For
here, as in university haunt* every
where— Coke belongs.
Ask for it either way . . . both
ttdJe-marks mean the same thing.
•OTUEO UNDER AUTHORITY O r THE COCA-COLA COMPANY IY

L A SALLE C O C A - C O L A B O T T L I N G C O M P A N Y
1405 S. Main
Oshkosh. Wis.
o

» * 3 1 . The Coco-CoM Cu<nRO«r
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Vacation, New Appointments
And Column Needs Writers
By the ClippOrr

welcome to it.'tion. Just to show that things are
Notice: Anyone who wishes to edit this column is
Applicants will become campus wheels (spoke anyway). Applications picking up we had a meeting Mon
may be submitted to the ClippOrr or our shining, brand new editor. It1day night concerning mainly
takes a person with patience and an even temper; writing ability is not
nominations of officers. I guess we
needed (this may be observed by all who read.)
Notice: As our noses are twitching, hair bristling, and eyes open have to have them. Some day you
(wow!) we feel that spring is (yes, for sure, guaranteed, proof?) is on big, beautiful co-eds will be able
its way! (trite) So let's stop this studying pledging, nominating officers, to see our stellar cellar by day
and P A R T Y !! Party is a rather interesting and enticing word — think
light.
of the variety of subjects it involves!
Joe “The Little One’* Yasutake
Notice: The Sigs did a tremendous job of singing at the intrawhomped all opponents in the 121
fraternity banquet, as did the Delts and Beta pledges.
Notice: The social calendar: SPRING V A C A T IO N — drop your lb. all-college wrestling tourna
ment. Sunday night nine battered,
thackler, don’t think — just LIVE (try it, it’s fun.)
Notice: Dan Cupid informed me that for the past two months he has bruised, bumped, beaten, bam
been shooting arrows at two people — namely Pat Neil and Don Powers. boozled brothers bounced back
Well, old Dan came through — as we expected — and an arrow finally from the conclave at the Univer
sity of Chicago. Bernie “ The Fix
bit home (should we say heart?)
Notice: This is the last notice you will have to read from us poor er” Bernstein showed the boys a
fine time at the relays and some
fools, we leave you forever — anC>we hope it's not with any thing!
of Chicago’s finer night clubs at
F I Beta Phi
Many Pi Phi’s were seen study ond Veep, Josie Olson; Treasurer, the deep, dark, dismal, dingy, dens
ing furiously in their rooms Mon Sally Spring; Social Chairman, of Chi’s southern borders — ah
day afternoon — two spades, doub Faye Koberstein; Rushing Chair* yes, L. Arts.
We’re not bragging, we’re not
le, three diamonds — . The reason
man, Alayne Ahbe; Corresponding
proud, but, but, — look, look two
for this cramming was the active
tribute more toward running the
exam given by the pledges Mon Secretary, Sally Rae Adami; Re of the brothers are opening their Shouldn't Raise Fees
school. . .is to Ignore the reason
door
with
Phi
Beta
Kappa
keys.
cording Secretary, Martha Cluverday night. Best wishes, Pat.
for and defeat the purpsoe of state
ius; Warden, Jane Marsik; Lyre (Jerry Walecka and George Chand Says 'Daily Kansan'
K a p p a Delta
White roses to Betsy Hamilton on Editor, Jill Moore; Pan Hell, Hel ler.) The pledges are drinking their The Daily K ansan, University of schools. It injects the ugly condi
her election to Phi Beta Kappa. en Forwark, and SEC, Janice La Hadacol out of their scholarship Kansas, took a look at the state tion of 'ability to pay" into the
Mack. Installation of new officers cup. W e ’ve got to hand it to the
Nice going, Betsy!
Work on our rooms is progres- will be held at the next meeting. Delts. They got a 1.635 fraternity budget committee’s suggestion to offer of higher education for Kan*
aing rapidly. The busy little plaster Bon bons to Pat Manchester for average and we only garnered a raise student fees, and expressed sas youths. It discriminates against
the poor youngster who may be
men are finally through, our big the magnificent job she did this mere 1.633 — we'll buy next time. the following opinion:
old radiator was exchanged for last year as Prexie of our chapter.
“The suggestion illustrates how better qualified for college train
the rich one.
one that works, and we have bought (Anyone left?)
Students Complain; List far from the beatert path you may jing**. than
• .State schools snould re
most of our furniture. By the time Beta Theta PI
stray when led by a passion for main places where the student
the rooms are finished, we will The Betas are back — bigger and Courses Aren't “Taught
have quite a bit more domestic ex better than ever, a new publicity The Vermilion, student paper at economy. Student fees should not with determination and a willing
department, new ideas, a new re Southwestern Louisiana Institute, be raised. They are too high al ness to wash dishes or sling hash
perience to our credit?!
can get through—even ii the folks
gime. Our ex-publicity man, Hap felt it had a legitimate complaint. ready.
Delta G a m m a
W e have been resting up after py Harvey, is back helping Edsel On pages 183-184 of the school bul
"To expect the student to con are on relief.”
the great exrltement of last Ford II develop a new Ford en letin, the paper pointed out, one
You may think that_ we have .can find a description of Philosw e r k ; our only expenditure of ..gine. ...................
rnrrgy having been In sthletlcs. been inactive, but you ought to stop!ophy courses ««in an ” said the
t'ongr»tillations go to the basket- |around the house any afternoon and vermilion, “ there are eight courses
ball team, which tied with the watch the pad boys storing up en listed. It makes a nice showing. . ,
PI Phi's for serond, and also, ergy for the spring fling. Instead Only hitch: “The courses
Take home o College Pet
though belatedly, to those who of promises, promises and promises taught at Southwestern.”
took first place for us in the you will get action, action and acfor your Easter basket

Happy Easter Vacation

folk dance festival.

In the line of scholarship, we al
so did our little bit as Nan and
Sue Fry, and Mary Schoettler were
announced members of Phi Beta
Kappa. Good work! (rather!)

S

The new Alpha Chi Om ega offi
cers are: President, Sally Ride
out; First Veep, Tess Bradt; Scc-

a

n

n

o

n

O FFIC E SUPPLY CO .

Ph i K a p p a T an

Two weeks ago a revolution oc
curred here. Past president Rosenhelmer and other officers were my
steriously seized and imprisoned in
one of the many dungeons in the
house basement. With the president
out of the way, Art Becker and
others were made officers. Our new
officers for the coming year are:
Art Becker, president; Dick Bur
ton, vice-president; Arden Horstman, secretary; Ken Meyer, trea
surer.
Last Sunday we celebrated our
Founders day. We observed the
event by having a dinner for all
the alums (future and present)
and then listening to a speech by
Paul Conrads, Phi Tau alumnus
and trustee of the college. (Every
body’s a wheel!)
Last week we pledged Kurt Shoenrock.
Alpha ('hi Omega

h

300 E. College Ave.

3 3828
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3 6666

ti.C %jumae Co.

Formal
M oods . . .

N avy...
Tw enty- ones

Formal
Modes . . .
SIZES

10-20
9-15

A Complete Line
%
of Drugs
and Toiletries

feelLtU f
PraKription Pharm acy

DIAL 3-SSS1

Priced from

19.95

Lush navy suede . . . with its happy faculty
of blending beautifully with every color . . .
shaped along slim, foot-flattering lines.

10.95

and up

• Alto In
Burnt Sugar

• Brown
Sued«

Black
Suede

Woman's Shoot — Pranfo*t Stroot Floor

Opportunities for WRA News
Summer Jobs

Beck Receives Good Reports
From All Sections of Country

The Lowrentkm S
Friday, March 23, 1951

Undefeated in all of their games,
the Thetas won the inter-sorority
9mmW W
nMr
Enthusiastic reports from book
basketball
tournament.
Second
reviewers in all sections of the na in this new work, he is at the peak
place honors were shared by the Monday, April t, 1951
tion have come to Warren Beck, of his power.”
Delta Gamma and Pi Phi teams.
Placement
Bureau
8:00
Classes begin
professor of English at Lawrence August Derleth, a novelist him
Everyone interested in mixed
4:30
Band Information
Center
self,
commented
in
a
Madison
pa
college, on his third novel "Into
badminton is reminded to sign up 7:00
Greek Meetings
per; "The novel is well knit; the The placement bureau has been
Thin Air.”
for that tournament. It will be held 8:15
SEC
M H >1
"Time magazine compared his story is straightforward, unencum writing to industrial centers from Sunday, April 8th in the campus
Tuesday,
April
S
writing to Willa Cather, and com* bered by any prose-poetic flights. which Lawrence students come, to gym.
12:45
LW A
D. Office
ments on his "delicacy, under It is unquestionably the work of a help the students of this college in
SCA Cabinet
M H SS
young novelist and short story writ securing jobs for the forthcoming job. It is then up to the student to 4:30
standing . . . exquisite taste."
5:45
French
Club
Dinner
Beck was named by the Asso er who has already established
summer. The placement bureau fill out the application blanks and
ciated Press as "Author of the himself in the literary scene by
Brokaw
has also contacted resorts and na write to the employer for an in 7:00
Week” following the novel’s re his earlier books.
Orchestra
lease, and pictures, biographical The Saturday Review of Litera tional parks for students interested terview, or any other necessary de Wednesday, April 4
ture remarked: "W e have learned in this field of work. The bureau tails which must be fulfilled by
12:45
Pan-Hell Council Safe
to expect from Mr. Beck aware has heard from thirty resorts and the student.
4:00
Orchestra
ness of delicate emotions in his
It must be understood that all
Frosh Dinners
characters, expressed in fitting several camps, etc. and informa the school does for the student is 5:45
prose that is rich with shades and tion about these jobs has been plac
Thursday, April 5
find
out
about
job
opportunities
in
half shades of meaning, and we are ed in the separate dormitories.
General Student Recital
his respective area. It is entirely 4:30
not disappointed.”
Early this winter the dormitories up to the student to pursue the
Coo.
The Milwaukee Journal labeled
were supplied with blanks which possibilities of the job.
Band
7:00
it "a story of beauty, strength and
Recital, Brainard Studio
For those who are interested in 8:00
the students could fill out specify
pathos.”
placing
their
names
on
the
list
in
Soa.
ing
their
type
of
work
and
locals
An editorial column in the "La
dies Home Journal” magazine con desired. These blanks, collected by pie placement bureau, they should Friday, April I
W R A Board
tained the following statement: "In dorm coordinators, were sent into contact their dorm coordinator and 12:45
Aquafins
Pool
to Thin Air is a delicate introspect* the placement bureau, whereupon he will be given every aid possible 1:30
Gym
Jam
7:30-10:30
in
securing
a
position
for
this
sum
the
bureau
wrote
to
the
specified
ive story, told in understatement
Alex. G y m
and with a beauty of phrase which cities to inquire about the jobs. mer.
we always associate with the Brit A form is made out by the bureau
ish, yet it is by the American War for each student, and these forms
ren Beck. It is one of those rar are given to the separate dorm
ities, the story of a ‘true love’ (al coordinators.
so more often found in English lit These coordinators, when notified
erature than in our own), and it by the bureau of received informa
will be enjoyed, by women parti tion about a job pertaining to a
cularly, to the last touching shred.” student and inform him about the
A reviewer in the Chicago Daily
News called Beck "a free wheel
D R O P DOWN
sketch and favorable reviews went ing artist with words. His novels
Fot
to 400 newspapers in the United disclose a sensitive imagination,
States.
¡with and insight, all of which are
Frank Brookhouser, writing in emphatically present in "Into Thin
the Philadelphia Inquirer, says, Air.” Present also is a technical
"Warren Beck constructs his prose proficiency.”
with the sharpness and sureness | "It is a pleasing thing,” wrote a
is • • •
of well-turned sculpture. His simple Chicago Tribune reporter, "to be
but intricately handled story is able to say of Warren Beck that
moulded into final form with beau-which we can seldom say of a writty and richness. There is, in all er whose output is as little as three
of his work, a distinctive texture novels and two books of short sto
which few
American
writers ries: Here is an author who claims
231 E. College Ave.
achieve. He is a sensitive, skilled a place in the first rank of AmeriBook Store
and striking artist with words; and can writers.”

Pipes and Tobacco
Pocket Books
Magazines
Candy
Jerry Schleis

RiU A o& ui

Spring’s the time
for
taking pictures . . .
the place
for cameras and
photo supplies

KO CH PH O TO SHOP

if.Cfyame Co.

NUTRI-TONIC

RI GHT ON TOP!

Permanents

potented OIL CREME base
mokes the difference!

S T O C K I N G S with

G-I-V-i-A-B-L-E*
The kind of permanent you get depends on the

TOPS!

waving lotion you use! Professional
Nutri-Tonic is the only cold permanent
with genuine oil-creme base. It*s used and praised

Sheer, beautiful No Mend
hosiery offer you finer all-around
fit, extra special leg beauty with
their "giveable" tops that
follow the contour of
your legs. Choose
wispy sheer
No Mend
"giveables"
costume
flattering new
Spring
shades.

by beauticians all over America, will give
you the soft, natural curls and woves you
V/ant . . . faster than ever before!
MARVELOUS FOR CHILDREN TOO!

SAVE! Buy R EFILL if you have plas
tic curlers. 1.25 plus tax
DELUXE with 2 sizes professional
curlers. 2.25 plus tax
Choose famous No Mends in
medium

and

extra

lengths,

sizes 9 V i to 11.
Hosiery. • . Pronge's Street Floor

Toiletries — Pronge's
Street Floor

Vikes Begin Work
On Champ Team
For Coming Year

Friday, Morch 23, 1951

6 Th« Lowrention

Heselton Stresses Drill
To Iron Out Mistakes
B Y LA R R Y LARSON

cellar finish. Last year's mistakes
Coach Bernie Heselton’s spring
must be ironed out before Law
version of the 1951 Lawrence Vik
rence is again to become champion
ings will start working out on the
of the Midwest conference.
Whiting Field turf on April 2. The
Last year finesse was stressed.
Vikes will be working toward av
Coach Heselton worked hard on
enging last year’s defeats. Every
perfecting a spinner series. This
member of the team and the work
work, for example, was all for
ing staff realizes that something
nought because Bruce Bigford
was lacking last year. This occur
and Don Exner were hurt. This
red even though the student body
year Mr. Heselton will stress
and the faculty gave the team a
more fundamentals than in the
vote of confidence after last year’s

The Delta T au Delta basketball team has cinched first place in the interfraternity race
for the second straight year. Members of the team, from left to right, standing, Chuck
Reitinger, Dick Kline, Ray Carlson, Jim Vessey; seated, Harry Sisson, Stan Donecke, Roger
Barquist, Bob Thompson and Don Geldmacher.
___________________________ _______

The Press Box
BY

B I L L F E R G U SON

N o w that the Big Ten has abol- one or at the most two years belthed the freshman rule on varsity fore entering the service will serve
•thletic participation, in following to make the problem even more

the lead of other conferences that
did the same, such conferences as
the Midwest and the like are being
put on a mighty tough .spot. Any
school that can offer a high school

difficult.

Although this writer does not
think that freshman varsity partic
ipation Is a sound idea under nor
mal circumstances, he also feels

Athletic Board
Dells Take Title Gives Awards
In Cage Race;
Beat Phi Taus
Undefeated Season
For Victorious Delts
In Second Win Year

past. The first four days of prac
tice will be devoted to condition
ing and the like but from then
on, scrimmaging and tough drill
will be the order of the day.
Practice will be climaxed by the
annual intersquad game on April
21.

Every position on the team is
wide open. The team is especially
weak in offensive and defensive
Announce Lettermen
ends. Both Pawer and Spangenberg
are gone and the positions are open
In Various Sports
to anyone that can play them. All
Appleton, Wis. . . . The Lawrence conference Phil Haas and his alter
college athletic board of control an nate Bob McCabe will be sorely
nounced the following awards earn missed in the backfield. Defensive
ed by men in basketball, wrest backfield men were badly in want
ing last year. Six touchdowns were
ling and swimming.
The following list was approved: scored on Lawrence in the air and
Basketball letters : Dick Boy a, many more were set up in the
Appleton; John Fried, Milwaukee; same way.
This problem must be solved be
Earl Glosser, Lombard, 111.; Ron
Myers, Evanston, 111.; Dick Olson, fore Lawrence can regain the
Racine; Jack Pribnow, Appleton; championship. The line situation
Ron Rammer. Sheboygan; Doug was a bright spot last year and
Robertson, Appleton; Dick Swen should continue to be this year, but
son. Elgin, 111.; Sid Ward. Neenah, even in that department newcom
and manager William Cooley, West ers wiill have a chance, for two
top-flight men in Lou Meyer and
Bend.
Wrestling letters
:JohnG n n Bill Carlton will be tough to reWrestling letters : John Ander- Place. Most of the positions will be

athlete the opportunity to try out lhat to k m * the tide at a time
for the varsity In his (reshman y « r ] |ilK, |h| when a|| , chno„ orc turn.
The Delts clinched their second
It at a terrific advantage over thej,
,
.
school w h i c hiln* in iavor oi freshman parUcipa- successive basketball title Satur
cnnnot m a k e tion, would be disastrous to the day by defeating the Phi Taus,
such an attrac-jhigh quality of atheltic competition 45-26. After looking woefully inept
tive offer. Some
and particiipation which has been'during the first half, they scored
esti m a t e s on
increasing steadily since the end 32 points to 9 for the Phi Taus in
the male enroll of the war.
Ken Bauske, D e s lfi,led in at spring practice.
ment drop have
the second half. The Phi Taus son. Racine;
E v «?n with poor tackling, bad
reached as high
jumped off to a 7-0 lead and led Plaines, 111.; Pat Curtin, Reedsburg; Ken Lutz, Chicago Don Re- luck and many fundamental misas 30 per cent
10-3 at the end of the first quar
inicke, Wisconsin Rapids; Roger takes, Lawrence almost repeated
and the resul
ter. At the half the Phi Taus still Taylor, Whitefish Bay; and James last year. True the Vikes beat only
tant panic has
held a 17-13 lead. However, in the Webers, Racine.
Cornell 19-6 and Grinnell 34-6 but
been the cause
second half the Deltas ran wild, led
of this fresh
Swimming letters: John Burnett, three of the other losses came in
Bill Ferguson
by Center Pete Green with 16 Barrington, 111.; George Colman, the last minute of play. They were
man p o l i c y
points and forward Jim “Gimp” Danville, 111.; Bill Ferguson, Shore- to Ripon 16-14, Beloit 13-12 and
change in the college conferences
Vessey with 11 points. In other wood; DeWitt Inglis, Appleton; Len Coe 21-14.
throughout the nation
¡games Saturday the Betas swamp- Newendorp,
Bernie Heselton is not used to
The Midwest conference has
Wauwatosa;
James
Last week saw limited action in ed the Sig Eps, 44-29 and the Phi Prims, Evanston, 111.; T o m W a r  losing. He has had a brilliant
already been asked to consider
this proposal and will decide on Bowling. The Phi Delts continued Delts beat the Independents, 53-33. ren, Wauwatosa, and
manager working record. First at Milwau
kee East and then at Lawrence.
Its stand in the annual meeting in first place by rolling over the In games earlier last week, the Jam es Patten, Wauwatosa.
this spring. The decision will be Sig Eps, 3-0. The Delts, by beating Indies beat the Sig Eps. 36-24, and
Basketball Numerals: — Charles He won thirty-one games in a
• tough one. If freshtnan partici the Phi Taus, 3-0, moved into sec-the Phi Delts defeated the Phi Block. Menasha; Jam es Brown, row’ at Kast and has won five ti
pation were allowed either the ond place, two points ahead of the Taus, 43-30
Mount Prospect, 111.; John Erick tles at Lawrence. One feels that
Monday the Delts finished an un- son, North Aurora, 111.; E d Grosse, if anyone can find the men to
scholastic standards would need Sig Eps. The high series was 597
to be lowered or the common by Hank Spille, Delt. The Indies- defeated season by pasting the In- Shawano; Jim Hoel.
Appleton: fill Lawrence’s football needs and
59-37. Bob Thompson scored .John Kiel, Beaver D a m ; Richard lead Lawrence back to the top it
scholastic difficulties experienced Beta match was postponed. Here'dies,
.
by freshman would be multiplied are the standings and ten leading 15 points for the Delts, while Pete Kuehl. Wisconsin Rapids; Moryi is Bernie Heselton.
~ -- and
'
*'
*’
—
—
’
Green
Jim
Vessey
made
13 jj0cjc^ n> Appleton; Bob
Moore
rons derably by the added prac scorers to date:
STANDINGS
tice and time consuming trips
and 11 respectively. Jack Neshcim p arfc Ridge, 111.; Neil Neuman, f c U 1 * 0 0 6 0 II T O U
W
L made 10 for the Indies, while Pete Manitowoc; Charles Peters, ManiHow ever, if the conference de
18
rides (o stick to the fretthmau rule P D T
b Ziebell, nee center, was held to towoc; Bill Rutherford, Hika; Carl | _ I S t £ 0 ¡tl R A o l f i A t
16
four points. Tuesday the Betas stumpf> Appleton; Ralph Tippet,'
IC W m
it can be very sure that many D T D
14
top - notch athletes, who would SPE
nipped the Phi Taus in a close^hitefish Bay; Herbert Voss, Mos-i Students eying a trip to Europe
9
game, 49-47. Paul Rosenheimer be-'ii^g. and managers Ralph E r i c k - . t b i s summer will be given a healhave considered a liberal arts B T P
6
came the league s leading scorer son> Egg Harbor, and John Stein- thy assist from a booklet on “ Huschool, would be swayed by the 1ND
6
with 16 points. Here are the ten berg, Nekoosa.
chance to play all four years at P K T
|man Interest Tours” which Robert
i BOW LER
A V E R A G E leading scorers through Tuesday:
another school.
Wrestling Numerals:
H o w a r d ¡French has available in limited
IB4 G
Player
F G F T Pts Ave Boor, Oshkosh; Ken Hanson, M ari- inumber in the dean’s office,
That fact that many high school
Jeffers, IN D
175 10 Paul Rosenheimer. P K T
graduates will probably only have Larry Nelson. P D T
nette; Paul Johnson, Chicago; Don' The booklet is compiled by the
174
46 30 122 12.2 Nelson, Wauwatosa; Qeorge Oet- .E CA. who hopes to increase Amerthe opportunity to go to school for Hank Spille, D I D
------------------------- Dick Perslke, S P E
171 9 Pete Ziebell, IN D
ting. Riverside. 111.; Abe Oglanian. ican tourism in Europe as a means
Lyn Cox. P K T
171
46 17 109 12.1 Racine; Carl Podeweltz, Fond du of bringing the continent some badBob McCabe. P D T
170 8 John Shier. S P E
Lac; Bill Robbins, Crystal Lake, ly needed dollar income.
170
Ken Anderson. P D T
36 18
90 11.3 111.; Jerry Webers, Racine; and
The human interest tours fill a
167 9 Pete Green
two fold purpose: they cater to a
Don Zinn. Rockford. 111.
166
IDon Sturtevant. S P E
35 21
91
Swimming Numerals: John Beck- new taste in travel by Americans,
The start of the all-college chess John Erickson. P D T
163 6 Don Exner. P D T
strom, Rockford, 111.; Joseph Di- and they enable the people of Martournament has been changed to
ST A N D IN G S
50
8.3 Antoni, Kenosha; Tom Krueger, shail plan countries and Americans
19 12
Thursday, April 5. The tourney will1
w
L 9 Chuck Reitinger, D T D
Appleton; and Joseph Yasutake. to meet and understand each oth
last three days, including Fridsy. D T D
0
10
31 11
73
Evanston,
er. in all the tours outlined in this
April 6 and Sunday April 8. E n - P D T
7
2 6 Bill Cerny. P D T
foider Americans will be able to
trants may see Harvey Kuester IN D
5
5
46
17 12
7.4
meet, talk to and make friendly
for participation in this tourna- B T P
3
7 8 Roger Barquist, D T D
contacts with their European coun
ment.
SPE
7
2
24 10 58
73
terparts.
*
*
♦
PKT
2
8 10 Marshall Pepper, B T P
A banquet meeting of Lawrence| Tours listed cover the following
Twenty people have signed up al
30 13 73
7.3
ready for the fly casting classes to r
*
.
.
I
college alumni of the Milwaukee arcas: archaeology, architecture,
Bill Bickle. D T D
be held after spring vacation.
automobile industry.
28
9
65
7.2 area will be held at the Pfister art*
Hotel in Milwaukee on Wednesday. Cyclin g , canoeing, culinary, coop*
G y m credits m ay be obtained by
ei at ¡ves
country houses,
dairy
m en for this class meeting once
April 4.
each week.
Paul V * Cundy* chemistry pro- Unsatisfied Students
There will be an election of offi farming. economics, engineering.
*
*
#
fessor. has been granted a
cers and Nathan M . Pusey, presi civil engineering, farming, fashion
Freshman track will start im- year leave of absence from ^ Create New Cliches
dent of the college, will speak on desilm * gardening, gastronomy, inmediately after vacation and all|Lawrence teaching staff to do re
The Daily Texan reports that studustry, interior decoration, law.
Lawrence College Today.”
interested should contact Harvey¡search work for the Marathon cor- dents there are no longer satisfied
literary and historical, medicine,
Kuester. The first meeting was poratlon of Menasha He will do with the standard cliches for test- paper halfway through the rollerApolitical science, science, social
held Wednesday. March 21 for alljrcsearch in the field of food pac- mg typewriters, such as. ’ N ow is of a bookstore typewriter was print- wclf ue. sociology, vineyards muhopefuls, but there are still open- kaging His leave is effective in the time for all good men to come ed. * Quit it Marial I don't provoke sic festivals, women's organizations
Ithc full.
tngs on the squad.
■
to the aid of. the party.” On a easily.”
*and all art festivals.

A. .

Phi Delts Still
First in Bowling
Delts Take Second
In Week's Matches

Chess Tourney
Beains Aoril 5

Jack Nesheim’IND

10.1

8.1

111

.

Lawrence Alum Dinner
In Milwaukee, April 4

Cun«Y Granted Leave
C0r Research Work

Office Lists
Honors Roll
For Semester
A

release from

the Registrar's

office lists the following people on
the Honor Roll for the first sem es
ter, 1950-51: Seniors, High-honors;
T h o m a s Christoph, George C ha n d
ler, H a r ry

her with Joseph Saunders, Negro
graduate student But the landlady
says that wasn't the reason at all.
She says she needed Miss Koenig’s
room for others. “ I didn't even
knew if he w as a Negro or an In
dian student," says the landlady.
H e w as very well dressed.’* Miss

BY M ARY STARKS

age of five, and a “ m a d N e w Y o rk
present glimpses Yankee fan” , (her room boasts that
into the lives and times of two team’s pennant and Joe D iM ag gio ’s
picture occupies the place of honor
m ore of our reporters.
Virginia M acF arland, a tall, dark on her bulletin board), M a g g ie ’s in
terest in sports is m ore than that
haired freshman from Oconto, does
rewrites for the Lawrentian. A of a spectator. Both in inter-soror
ity and inter-class competition, she
m e m b e r of French club, “G inn y ”
participates in inter-class basket* has played basketball, her favorite
This week w e

Clor, J . Paul Eaton,
Rachel Finger, N ancy Fry, Susan ball and hockey, which are her favF ry , Betsy Hamilton, Joyce Her- orite sports. Ev e ry Sunday morning
reid, Christine Lipps, Richard Luth- she appears at the Congregational
in, N a n c y Orth, William Perry, D on church to sing in the choir.
H e r interest in journalism began
aid Petersen, Eug en e Piette, Betty
Plautz, Ross Sackett, R o m a n Van- during her high school years when
den Heuvel, Jerrold Walecka, L o u she rose to the position of editor
on her paper. Since her interests
ise Wright.
Honors;
Elizabeth
Ackerm an, lie in this area, she is planning to
Carolyn Anderson, Paula
A nder m ajor in English with a view to
son, D a v id B o ehm , A n n Cham bers, w a rd teaching.
Next s u m m e r she will return to
Stanley Doenecke, Carol Ebert,
John Fitze, Claranne Frank, Will Ephraim , Wisconsin, w here she will
ia m Guerin, Richard Helle, El- spend her third s u m m e r as a wait
wood Horstm an, Althea Hunting, ress at one of the resorts there.
Y vo nn e Jobelius, E d w a r d Kan ay a, Incidentally, her father was a Sig
J a m e s Kitchin, H a rry K n o x , Anne E p at Law rence.
Another freshman with a bent for
K o m p ass, Jeannine Krantz, Rich
journalism, Margaret Hoyer, cov
ard Krem l, Lois Larson, Delores
ers W R A and L W A as her regular
Long, John L ow e, Audrey McGov* V T
c m , Patricia Manchester. Barbarafb' at' she w a s «< *n t ly ,m “ ated
to Delta G a m m a and is a m e m 
Nelson, Judy Peerenboom , Shirley
ber of French club. Sunday eve
Po m ero y,
Shirley
Rasm ussen,
nings find her in attendance at the
Floyd Rosencrantz, M a r y Schoettyouth group meetings at Trinity
ler, Pauline K . Schroeder, Donald
Lutheran church.
L . Smith, Robert Sorenson, Dorothy
A devotee of all sports since the
B . Thom pson,
Suzanne
W a l k e r , _______________________________________
Alice W a n n er, M argaret Wolf, Hes- Soter, Charles Sprich, Kathryn Steter Wolfe
vens, Bessie Thom pson,
Carol
Juniors, High honors; Char 1 e s W a n g , Jean W arren, Mitze Wulk,
Elbert, Joyce Farley, Gerald Flom , Barbara Zierke.
Barbara Garrison, Luanne G e w in 
ner, Sally H in m a n , Peter Jacobs,
Celia Koch, Clayton LaBrec, Joan
M r a z , Arlyn W a p p , Janis Weller,
J a m e s Wilkens. Honors; John Arbuthnot, Arthur Becker,
Martha
Benton, Barbara Boon, John Bur
nett, D avid Carlsen, Charles Con
nelly, Charles Crowder, Jam es D a n 
ielson, Richard Dim on , Jean Guion,
M a r y Hoffm an, Kenneth Jeffers,
Lyla Keeling, Joan Kerber, Jean
Lorenz, B arbara Lucas, Carolyn
M aier, M a r y Ja n e Miller, Larry
Nelson, Kelton
Packard, Helene
Pratt, George Sargent, Carolyn Sil
ver, L ee Traven, Alice Tuchscherer.
Sophomores, High honors; E m m y
Bunks, L y n n Casper, Ethel Clingm a n , Cynthia Furber, D o n Marth,
Robert Moore, Jo a n M unson, C a r
ole Nelson, M ary Starks. Honors;
Phil Alley, Stephen Busch, Martha
Cluverius, Conley Defferding, Joan
English, Richard H erm sen, M a r 
garet Hill, Richard Kline, George
Knister, M ary K a y , Kermit Knudsen, Sarah M cCausland, Clarence
Meltz, K e n Meyer, Donald R a n 
dall, Jean Reynolds, J a m e s Samter, Richard, Sell, Barbara Spamdet, D o n Vollstedt, M a r y Wilsie,
June Zachow.
F resh m en, H igh honors;
M ar
shall Field, Michael H a m m o n d ,
T h o m a s Krueger, J a m e s O ’Connor,
E lm e r Pfefferkorn, Janet Spencer,
Helen Stansbury. H o n o rs; Eliza
beth Auld, Walter Bissell, Jam es
B ro w n , Roger Christian, Jean Cur
tis, Carol Gode, Carlyn Goettsch,
Marguerite Jensen, J a m e s Kapitzke, Roger K ennedy, Alice Lalk,
M argaret Link, Ja m e s
Lunney,
Kenneth M u m m e , John Nilles, JoeA n n Peterson, Karol Ruppenthal,
M iria m Scanlan, Lois Schneeberger, Robert Sonkowsky, Kathryn
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hour after her landlady h a d seen

Glimpse Into Reporters' Lives:
MacFarland, Hoyer This Week

NEWfbrOLDI
USE Y O U R OLD W A T C H
T O BUY A N E W B U 1 0 V A

* port; T voltoybaU. baseball
and hockey. Nothing, however, can
compare with golf, according to
this active gal. She practically lives
at the golf course during the sum
m er; her mother is almost certain
that the car can find its w a y there
by itself.
Miss Hoy er’s hom e town is B e a v 
er D a m , where she attended W a y
land A c a d e m y . She w a s editor of
her school paper, business m a n a g 
er of the yearbook and last year
was student director of the annual
music show held at W ay lan d. She
is interested in the production side
of dramatics and hopes to work on
some of the plays at L aw rence.
A n easy-going young lady, w h o m
nothing seems to bother, M aggie
thinks that Law ren ce is “ pretty ter
rific’’.

BU LO V A
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Koenig says she had no personal
quprrel with the landlady, b a t
thinks the case should be referred
to tne University’s newly organ!»*
ed h u m a n rights group.

Business Careers
COLIE«

t r a d e -i n

S A IX !
GOODMAN'S
JEWELERS

4-MONTH INTENSIVE COURSE
SECRETARIAL TRAINING for
COtLEGE STUDENTS and GRADUATES

Starting June, October, February
Hulletin A, on request.
Keirtfttration now open.
NEXT C O U R M ST A R T S JUNK U
Lifetime Placement Service
Write Admission Counselor
C o - Educational e Q . /. Approvtd
TH E O R C a a C O L L E G E
17 South W n h u h Avenue, Chicago 3, Illinois
1’hone STste 8-1*80

For Spring Vacation Don’! Be Lale

Evict Exchange Student;
Seen With Negro Friend

Take a

W h e n Helga Koenig, G e r m a n ex 
change student at the University of
Wisconsin, was evicted from her
rooming house, she thought she
knew the reason. She claims she
was told to m ove out only a half

Safe-T-Cab

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER
THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE i

Fine tobacco—and only fine tobacco—can give you the
perfect mildness and rich taste that make a cigarette com
pletely enjoyable. And Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.
So if you’re not happy with your present brand (and a
38-city survey shows that millions are not), switch to
Luckies. You’ll find that Luckies taste better than any
other cigarette. Be Happy—Go Lucky today!

1
1

Sec

M ARX 1
Jewelers

LS/M-F.T-lvtfyStrike Means Rue Tobacco
C O P *. I «

« M S a iC A N T O O C C O C O M PA N Y
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letter from the editor

"Sometimes I wonder if it's even worth going home for just
one week!"

prattle

This Isaac of the Lawrentian Is
the finale for the present staff.
With equal proportions of flee and
wistfnlness the editor hands over
the I n s t r u m e n t s of newspaper-production to his successor.
Part of the time It’s been a game,
but on occasion there’s been wall
ing and gnashing of teeth among
the whole staff. Sometimes one
hears favorable comments on his
week’s work; more often It just
plain “stinks” .
But one thing Is certain—with
out the assistance and loyalty of
a lot of people, there would nev
er have been a paper at all. The
editor Is only a unifying factor;
to the reporters, the other mem
bers of the staff, the editorial
board go the credit for the brunt
of the work. Past editor Anita
Higgins has been especially help
ful in the formation of policy and
for suggestions which have im
proved tne paper.
To our publishers, Post Pub
lishing company we’re afraid
we’ve been particularly trouble
some; they have been instrumen
tal in making our paper look at
least to a degree professional.
We’re grateful for the assistance
of Mel Heinil, who has worked
with us on makeup all year, and
to Mr. Sternard, who has often
accepted more copy than we
should have taken down to be
set up.
To the new staff we offer hopes
for a succesful year.

from the editorial board

a different approach
Several times in the past the problem of fire prevention in Main hall
has come to the attention of one campuf group or another. The usual
formula has been the institution of a short-lived, futile “don’t smoke in
Main hall” campaign. At the risk of beir-g trite, we would also like to
air this problem, although in a somewhat different light.
It seems apparent to us that something more than resolutions and
signs against smoking are necessary to save the venerable flre-trap.
It Is obvious that unless an armed posse Is stationed oty each floor,
people will continue to endanger the building’s existence by smoking
and stamping out cigarettes on the highly inflammable wood floors.
Why not, then, tear down the signs and substitute In their stead some
sort of receptacles In which students can put their cigarettes? This
measure would aid to a degree, at least.
In addition, there are several more extensive plans which, although
costly, might in the long run be valuable investments. Harlan S. Kirk,
business manager, informs us that plans are bein£ made to tile the
floors in the upstairs halls, if materials for this purpose can be
purchased. This is a praiseworthy move; as an addition, more exten
sive project, a sprinkler system might at some time be installed.
These proposals, however, would become realities in the future, not
now. In the meantime, there are certain steps which students and
faculty could take to lessen the risk. Perhaps smoking could be done
in the basement and on first floor; a student group might volunteer to
place inexpensive sand containers throughout the building.
The idea of fire prevention is often scoffed at as alarmist balder
dash; we emit a collective shudder, however, at the thought of several
hundred students fleeing burning old Main hall some morning via the
two narrow fire escapes on the south side of the building. And of
course, the offices of faculty members house hundreds of volumes of
valuable books, papers, etc., many of which are Irreplacable. Perhaps
we might do w’ell to think about the preservation of the centerpiece
of the Institution.

from the editorial board

laud union discussion groups

We wish to commend the S.E.C.ican not be accomplished in the
by glunrr
to change the station on the car ra
and the A.A.U.P. for their fine classroom. It will also create the
Once when it was spring, filling dio.
program of faculty-student discus- .
.
,
, . .
sion groups, which will be inau- type o[ ™to«orahlp ¿ « ‘ween «>"
the sky and the earth, a boy walk
‘It used to be called Sandy Road
gurated when the new union is dents and professors that can only
ed down a sandy road toward a — really was sandy too.” He turn
completed. We feel that this pro- be possible in a liberal arts colhiti covered with the dry-as-dust ed and looked back as he spoke
gram will bring about a better un- lege. We hope that the students
The streetlights were an even row
yellow grass of the previous year. behind him, and he could see the
derstanding between faculty and will take advantage of this opporThe sun was warm, the air cool, line continuing ahead for a short
students—an understanding which tunity.
ftnd here and
way as he looked forward again.
there
green
“It's a good thing they paved it,”
from the editorial board
•hoots
were
she said. “ Where are we going?”
p u s h i n g up
“ I just thought I'd like to look
through
the
at this road — we'll go back If you
crackling
yel
like,” he said as he saw the hill
low dead grass.
ahead. There was a barricade with
St. L.UI*. Mo. (IP. - American ^
proof o( ,hc M adage
The boy walked
red reflectors which shone under
His colorful (,silk screens" took
down the road
the lights of the car where the colleges and universities must re- job is only what one puts into it,” vast amounts of time, energy, and
toward the hill
road ended at the base of the hill, turn to the concept of truth of is the recently issued ‘Contribut- patience, and the planning which
With the moist
and he could see where the grad fail this country in its hour of or- Th_e attractive January collec preceded the manual end of it re
smell of leaves
ers and bulldozers had begun to
tion of “originals” shows a great quired much thought. The prints
Paul y
C.
the Very Rev.
nCv r-«u.
- deal of thought. careful planning,............
and
the dry
cut the road's path up the hill. crisis
added a..new and artistic touch to
Oli
Reinert.
S.
J
president
of
Samt
and actual work Bm Morris and the ^ok.
smell of the
And on the hill he could see a
dead dry grass all about him.
house or two, but it was too dark, Louis university, declared here re- his six associates definitely deserve' The Lawrentians whose excellent
CC£
, ...
u 'a word or two of praise. Paul material was used, and the staff
Stopping for a moment, the boy really, to see much.
Too many institutions of higher Eaton the art editor, deserves of the ’Contributor who assembled
looked back and saw the last of ” Yes, I want to see some of the learning, he asserted, are “afraid
kids. Let's stop at Harry's Place,
speclal recognition, as the art work their work did a good job. We ill
the houses was now behind him, ok?" she asked, looking at him. of teaching the very principles im
was
particularly commendable.¡say, 'Thanks!'*
while farther back were the con “ Sure, why not?” He turned the bedded in our American Constitu
tion
and
BUI
of
Rights,
lest
they
crete streets and house-filled blocks car around and drove back toward
the line of street lights ahead.
considered dogmatic or doctrinGive L Club a Hand
Where he lived. He could not see
a ÎJL,.
the roof of his home, but he knew back the way he had come.
The entire Lawrence college
While voicing his oppostion to
Where it should be as he looked
coacfftng staff wishes to expresa
"loyalty oaths” and the forcing of
back from where he had come. As
democratic convictions on anyone.
A few weeks ago the Daily Work Its appreciation to all the mem
he turned, the hill ahead loomed
Father Reinert said that “ what er, official news organ of the Com bers of the L club who contri
up higher and nearer than it ever
buted their services in making
worries me today Is the relativism
had been. Ho walked on toward the
in regard to truth which stands at munist party, reported that 11,000 the Midwest conference wrestling
hill
the opposite pole from loyalty oaths University of Kansas students had and swimming meets a success.
The sandy road slowly faded in
signed a petition against the A- The help which L club members
and the like.”
to the yellow grass, then ended
In the strenuous efforts of edu- bomb, and that the Dally Kansan gave has been commented on by
Completely. The boy climbed the
“upushed
the
who
cators to protect freedom of t
h had
o
g
h drive
t
. for signa- several visiting coaches
grassy hill, following the faint trail
C O N TIN U E D F R O M P A G E I
wrote letters to the Lawrence
m d expression. “ I am afraid thati^rf.s
« 8 own , Las*
Started by the sandy road now be
we educators are failing in our D a ,,y
°
aPol°R*ze^
a let* coaching staff.
hind him. He stopped, picked up a of Appeal at Sacramento this
duty
to
work
incessantly
to
dis-,tert
°
*h,?
*
f
n*an
the
W
®r
k
/
r
Stick and continued climbing; now month.
cover the truth and tcach the gretted
its accpunt, due to “ We would like to know what kind
Dr.
Wendell
M
Stanley,
Profesand again he hit at a clump of
truth Th* iioai«
an error in transmission, said 11,- of *transmission’ allows such gross
students signed the petition” errors. If there is an overly-enthistles, raising dust and sounding sor of Biochemistry and director I™ 111, The basic facts which form
of
the
virus laboratory of the' Bor- the very cornerstone of our Amer- rjr s“ ,aems signea ine peuuon.
or tbe
tne virus laboratory or the HerQf
^
^
b
The Kansan estimated that not thusiastic Daily Worker correspon
* sharp crack as he struck.
°f
When he reached the top of the *eley campus, heads the Commit- taught and that is why our adher-|moreJthan 200 University students ¡dent on campus, he has only to call
hlll. he looked around him. Findtor Academic Freedom. In a ence to that way of life today is slSn<;d the Patton. I added that up the Kansan office, and we will
tng a hollow which the sun filled, recent report, the Stanley commitmore a matter of tradition and loyhas ?e™ r11? ,?8h?d / UCh Q
bf * ‘aduto .ac<*uf ,nt him with so™
hc sat down and looked over the tee asserted that “only the ignor- aity
to our forefathers than a lcy nor is ll llkeIy to do so in the,of the basic principles of journal
hills before him. The sun was warm an<
would estimate the loss to
conviction alive future.” Continued the Kansan, ism.’
on his face and legs, the yellow Ihe university In terms of the fig-. personal,
. . . abiding
.
dry-as-dust grass was warm too. "res it cited. The important thing and burning in our hearts. AmerThe dampness from the moist it said, was “ obviously the loss of ica? students are being smothered
with vague, indefinite, intangible
ground slowly pressed up where he power.”
Professor Ernst H. Kantorowicz, generalities,
PuhtishrJ every week daring the college year except vacations by the Lawren*
sat. The smell of the warm moist
described as “ a world famous his-1 ‘ The truths of democracy, just tlan Board of Control ot Lawrence college. Appleton, Wl*.
dryness of the dead grass.
Entered * • second class matter September 20. 1010, at the post office at Appleton,
The boy could see the highway torian,” is among the 26 who were as al1 truths, must be freely and Wii., unde» the act of N irc h S. IfttH. Printed by the Post Publishing company. A p 
ousted.
Recently
he
recieved
an
spontaneously
embraced
if
they
are
pleton
Wis. Subscription rate* are 12.50 per year. $1.25 per semester.
lar off, and the occasional cars
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Straight ahead, but the boy sat Winkler has been tyred as “ the|I^>yai tJr Oaths which. for example,
*nd watched and did not move. best available man” by Harvard the Board of Regents of the Uni L A W R E N T I A N B O A R D O F C O N T R O L — Richard Bickle, Anne P. Jones. Harlan >.
Kirk. Robert M cCoy and the editei.
The sun was warm and he slept. for a place as visiting lecturer In versity of California attempted to
The air had chilled, and the boy government. A third. Professor Gi- impose on all faculty members of L A W R F N T 1 A N E D I T O R I A L B O A R D — Jean Arad*. Calvin Atwood, Georg« Chandler. John Gebert. Joyce llcrried. Hermit K n u U o n , Art Modder, John Nelson,
»woke. The sky was softer and the an Carlo Wick, has been appointed that institution.”
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Clergyman States:
We Must Return
To Truth Concept thanks—to the contributor
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AAUP, headed by William Hiker,
I was s kid." said the boy.
"Did you?” asked the girl^ight- with Merton M. Sealta. Jr.. as
fag a cigarette and leaning forward secrctary-treasurer, have sent

ganisations have also passed res
olutions denouncing the regents'
action.
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